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ABSTRACT

Title:

Automated Software for the Detection

of Bolide Events

Author:

Elena Botella

Major Advisor:

Csaba Palotai, Ph.D.

The proper detection and analysis of bolide events ensures that we will once day

be prepared for a big, catastrophic impact by a meteor. The data obtained from

the analysis of these detected smaller events will provide important information

about the meteor’s journey through our atmosphere and its orbit before it crossed

the Earth’s path. SkySentinel is one of the All-Sky networks in charge of looking

at the skies every night and detecting these objects as they fall. At the moment,

SkySentinel’s detection process relies heavily on manpower to check whether their

cameras picked up actual bolide events or false positives. The objective of the

software outlined in this thesis is to develop a new, automated software to detect

these events, which will eventually eliminate the need for that final, manual step.

This software counts with more than a 80% success rate (on par with the best

detection softwares) when it analyzes relatively short videos, marking a promising

start to this new endeavor.
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Chapter 1

Background and Motivation

1.1 Motivation

The aim of this project is to develop software that detects bolide events auto-

matically, improving on SkySentinel’s current composite imaging method with the

eventual goal of removing the need for manual detection checks every morning.

SkySentinel is a network that deploys all-sky cameras around the globe in order

to access, archive and make data available for processing and analysis by anyone.

This process is important: the detection and analysis of bolide events now will pre-

pare us for a future catastrophic event caused by these fireballs. The data obtained

from these cameras on the ground can be analyzed to get a better understanding

of the object’s journey through the atmosphere and the Solar System.

This code will use video from the SkySentinel node cameras and analyze each

image frame to find whether there was an event taking place in the given video.

As of this moment, this software currently provides a printed output listing all the

possible events it found and plots of the performed pixel analysis. In most cases, it
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can even provide a visualization of its movement across the sky, using the location

within the frame.

The software presented in this paper reads in any video recorded by the Sky-

Sentinel feeds and, with the proper local adjustments through thresholds for the

pixel values, detects most of the events (along with some non-events, or false pos-

itives). With these short videos, the software boasts an eighty percent detection

rate, detection rate, which is on par with software used by other all-sky bolide

detection endeavors.

1.2 Background

1.2.1 Meteoroids and Meteors

The term meteor usually refers to the phenomenon in which small, solid bodies

(meteoroids) that are large enough to produce light upon their collision with the

Earth’s atmosphere. Brighter meteors, with a magnitude of -4 or higher, are called

fireballs, while bolides usually referred to the detonating fireballs. The term is now

synonymous with fireballs with a magnitude of -14 or higher (Belton, 2011). Most

meteor events are linked to comets (shower meteors), though some particles are

leftovers from the formation of larger planetary bodies or the disintegration of a

larger cometary body coming into the inner Solar System from the Oort Cloud

(Ceplecha et al., 1998).

The limits for the velocities of objects within the Solar System meteoroids are

from 11.2 km s−1 to 72.8 km s−1. The lower limit is given by the Earth’s escape

velocity, while the upper limit of 72.8 km s−1 is the heliocentric escape velocity at

Earth, 42.5 km s−1 plus 30.3 km s−1, the maximum speed of Earth at perihelion
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(Ceplecha et al., 1998). The ability to collide with the atmosphere will be entirely

dependent on the meteoroid’s velocity, especially as the mass loss due to ablation

puts an upper-velocity limit at 30 km s−1 for the occurrence of a meteorite fall

(Ceplecha et al., 1998). Therefore, only a huge body entering the atmosphere at

high velocities can produce these small fragments. Furthermore, the radiant is the

direction the meteoroid comes from, taken from the observations of near-parallel

trails that belonged to the same stream, while meteors that do not belong to a

specific shower are called sporadic meteors (Ceplecha et al., 1998). These different

components are visually presented in Figure 1.1.

Normally, when a meteor can be seen by the naked eye or recorded by a camera

or telescope, they are larger than 0.01 mm, though the exact limit would depend

on velocity (the numbers below refer to one at 15 km s−1). Typical meteors are

associated with meteoroids of size between 0.05 mm and 20 cm. Upon entering the

atmosphere, these bodies are quickly heated. Smaller meteoroids will be heated

throughout, while the larger ones will just be heated in their surface layer). Once

their surface temperature has reached over 2200 K (Ceplecha et al., 1998) — typi-

cally at about 80-90 km over sea level — the material will start to sublimate and fill

the body’s surroundings with this hot vapor. Meteor light is radiation of discrete

emission lines belonging to the metals in the meteoroid’s composition. During this

ablation, the meteoroid is slowing down and after traveling up to a few tens of

kilometers, the meteor terminates its light because it has lost most of its mass,

though its velocity has not changed drastically (Ceplecha et al., 1998).
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Figure 1.1: Basic Terminology for Meteors. Reprinted with permission by Right-
sLink: Springer Nature, ”Meteor Phenomena and Bodies.” Ceplecha et al. (1998).
Copyright 2018.

1.2.2 Fireball Networks and their History

There are plenty of observational methods capable of getting data on meteor events

and their interaction with the atmosphere. An ideal situation would be to have

a complete set of data (geometric, photometric, orbital, dynamical, spectral and

ionizational) and some recovered fragments from the meteoric fall. A combination

of all of the above has never been achieved but combining different observational

methods could get us there.

The oldest observational method, apart from the naked eye, is meteor pho-
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tography, which has been used since 1885. For fifty years, this program gave

insufficient results when the Harvard patrol cameras were equipped with rotating

shutters for making time marks (Ceplecha et al., 1998). The Super-Schmidt cam-

eras were equipped with rotating shutters breaking the image and thus making

time marks, which could be used for determining velocities. Fred Whipple was one

of the first people to study the trajectory of meteors, identifying they did not come

from interstellar space. Whipple and his team at the Harvard Observatory success-

fully identified the orbits of more than 144 recorded events in Massachusetts and

New Mexico (Whipple, 1954). The second largest two-station meteor photography

started in Czechoslovakia (in what is now the Czech Republic) in 1951. In 1959,

they were the first to ever photograph a bolide with associated meteorite fall, which

initiated systematic observational programs for photographing fireballs. This even-

tually expanded to include meteorite-dropping fireballs as well. This started the

photographic fireball networks that cover large swaths of the planet nowadays.

Multi-station networks are needed to reconstruct the trajectory in the atmosphere

of meteors, as well as to determine the position of the apparent radiant (Ceplecha,

1987).

In 1963, the addition of new cameras in new Central European countries gave

birth to the European Fireball Network (EN), which is still in operation with

more than forty active stations with one all-sky, fish-lens camera. Each station is

separated by a distance of 100 km, covering a million square kilometers in total.

As of 1997, the most developed part still remains in the Czech Republic (Spurný,

1997). The fireball network is still active today and have automated their process,

though they still use photographic film negatives as part of their method to check

for meteors and their trajectories (Spurný et al., 2007). Additionally, the Prairie
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Network also started in the USA around this time, with sixteen stations that

covered the same area of land in Canada, but were spaced by about 250 km between

each other. The Prairie Network was the one to photograph the second meteorite-

falling fireball in 1970, though the network eventually closed in 1973 (Ceplecha

et al., 1998).

Presently, there are numerous groups operating their own photographic and

video meteor-detection stations. The application of CCD and video cameras to

meteor science has provided valuable information on the physicochemical proper-

ties of meteoroids as a consequence of the new optical and spectroscopic techniques

developed for the Leonids meteor showers (Trigo-Rodriguez et al., 2006). In the

case of this Spanish group, their all-sky CCD was first used to follow up on Gamma-

Ray Bursts before applying it to meteor and fireball detection. Similar to the Czech

group (Spurný, 1997; Spurný et al., 2007), their stations contain a “CCD detec-

tor of 4096 x 4096 pixels with a fish-eye lens that provides an all-sky image with

enough resolution to make accurate astrometric measurements” (Trigo-Rodriguez

et al., 2004). The first stations went online in August 2004 with the intention of

following the Perseids showers, though ultimately, they shifted their aim to detect

superbolides (events with a magnitude of -17) (Trigo-Rodriguez et al., 2004).

Canada also had a photographic network (MORP) operating from 1971 to 1985

(Ceplecha et al., 1998). The country currently has the Southern Ontario Meteor

Network, which established five initial stations in 2007 with a baseline of 180 kilo-

meters. The network’s cameras were capable of detecting centimeter-sized meteors

ablating over the Southern Ontario area (Weryk et al., 2008). The main difference

was the ASGARD (All-Sky and Guided Automatic Real-time Detection) software

developed by Weryk and hardware provided by Sandia National Laboratories’ Sky-
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Sentinel (Weryk et al., 2008). ASGARD’s data collection for an event was triggered

if the pixel sum was above a threshold of 70 digital units for twelve consecutive

frames and would end once the pixel sum dropped to a certain limit. Then, the

system would pad the event with extra frames in case the meteor was still present

but below the trigger threshold. The pixel location was found through a center-

of-mass algorithm weighted by the increase in pixel intensity (Weryk et al., 2008).

Since then, the code has been further developed and improved, while still detect-

ing meteors in real-time from a range of video sources. Though their stations do

sometimes detect noise, planes flying overhead and a variety of other false triggers,

these are usually eliminated by their summary generator or comparing the data

from numerous stations (Brown et al., 2010).

The outline of their work is a rough estimate of what this project set out to do.

Our group uses the calibrated cameras and hardware provided by the SkySentinel

Network, which collaborates with Florida Tech in an effort to analyze those bright

events.

1.2.3 The SkySentinel Network

Mr. Richard E. Spalding from Sandia National Laboratories developed the All-

Sky camera system to monitor, track, and analyze large meteor events using a

ground-based camera network that would assist the research of different atmo-

spheric phenomena, especially centered around the “detection and tracking of the

atmospheric impacts of large bolides” (SkySentinel, 2005). This provides assistance

to both science (NASA) and treaty monitoring (Nuclear Treaty-Ban Treaty Orga-

nization, NTBTO) operations in confirming the impact of large meteor fireballs in

the Earth’s atmosphere (Palotai et al., 2018).
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The current SkySentinel AllSky Camera Network was formally established

through grant funding from New Mexico State University (NMSU). This was later

transitioned to SkySentinel, LLC and is now operated as a Joint Florida Institute

of Technology and SkySentinel, LLC Science Education, and Research Program

(SkySentinel, 2005; Palotai et al., 2018).

One of the network’s main objectives is to deploy a network of all-sky cameras

around the globe in order to access, archive and make data available for process-

ing and analysis by any interested party. As of right now (SkySentinel, 2005),

this collected data is used to support the refinement of the energy and trajectory

calculations and the improvement of orbit determination of the impacting bodies.

As of today, the network consists of a large number of wide-angle view cameras

at various sites throughout the continental United States and other countries, such

Figure 1.2: SkySentinel’s Active Clusters in the Continental USA. The shaded
circles represent the area covered by those nodes.
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as Canada, Taiwan, Brazil, and India, while also including the infrastructure that

permits the archival of the observational data. Software tools (WSentinel) have

been developed and added for calibration, removal of detector effects and anoma-

lies, automatic event detection and correlation among stations, and automatic

trajectory computation (Palotai et al., 2018).

1.2.4 All-Sky Camera Setup

The system’s main components are a Sony, black and white CCD video camera

(HiCam HB-710E Sony Ex-view HAD (1/2” size) CCD), as well as a Rainbow

L163VDC4 1.63.4 mm f/1.4 lens camera lens, a 12-Volt DC power adapter, a video-

capture card. There are also additional elements for the housing and protection

of the camera, which operates year-round in order to be considered active. A

photosensor is attached to each camera, which shuts the unit off during the day.

These elements include a weather-proof optical dome, a DC fan, resistive heaters

and a thermostat, and the housing, which consists of a PVC pipe and flanges

(Weryk et al., 2008). The heaters, thermostat, and the fan are used to maintain

a reasonable thermal environment of about a hundred degrees Fahrenheit for the

camera system to operate within. This environment helps ensure that the dome is

not affected by dewing, no matter what the moisture level is outside the housing

(SkySentinel, 2013). The video signal from the camera (NTSC, 29.97 frames per

second — RS-170 video standard) in a 640x480 format is captured by a Brooktree

878A frame-grabber card in a PC, processed, and then streamed to disk (Weryk

et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2010).

Once the software tools are installed and running on the computer, they will

produce four files for each event they detect: a text file containing the start and
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stop times of this event collection, a .csv spreadsheet with the event metrics, a

composite image of the frames of the event and the video of the event in .mp4

format. After this, each node will automatically transfer the local WSentinel script

with the data to the centralized SkySentinel server (SkySentinel, 2005). As of this

moment, a SkySentinel employee or a student will have to manually check every

single one of these detected events’ composite images manually and decide whether

it was a false positive or an actual event that was detected. This is why the software

outlined in the following pages was developed: to eventually remove this step in the

detection process where someone has to check the composite images to determine

their validity. This software would provide that final, additional check by providing

its own detection times.
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Chapter 2

Automated Detection Code

As previously stated, the goal of this project is to develop a software that automat-

ically detects events without needing manual checks every morning. However, this

is a challenging task as most meteor events are relatively faint and hard to detect

for a number of reasons. Poor weather conditions (such as heavy clouds, particu-

larly in moonlit nights) and other man-made handicaps (such as light pollution)

can trigger the software and return false positives, sometimes overshadowing the

actual events. In the sections below, the text will describe the way the software

was developed, how it operates, and how it will work around those hindrances.

A very basic outline of what this software does is seen in the flowchart below,

Video
Set

Limits

Pixel

Analysis

Coord.

Analysis
Output

The software takes in a video and extracts its frames into a new folder. Before

running the code, the user sets a threshold pixel value limit (the default is usually

0.15-0.20 units) and a limit for its detection in the difference frame (default is 5

or 10 units, depending on conditions). As the code is run, it will analyze every
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frame individually by performing array manipulation on the frames to detect the

brightest pixels. If any of the frames contains a sum value that goes beyond the

established limit, the code will automatically print out an alert indicating what

frame it happened in. Besides this, the code also extracts the (x,y) coordinates

of the brightest pixel(s) within that frame. To provide further confirmation of

event detection, the code will also provide a graphic output and two spreadsheets

containing all this information.

2.1 Cracking the Code

Many of the groups that specialize in bolide analysis around the world also have

their own automated codes but they are not available to the public. As such, the

one in this document was developed from scratch after studying different Python

modules to find the ones that would work best for what the software needed.

One of the options was OpenCV (where CV stands for ‘Computer Vision’), which

specializes in motion detection in videos and in real time. However, their features

proved to be incompatible with what was really needed from this project so the

focus shifted to the well-known scientific Python modules: Numpy, matplotlib,

and scipy.

2.1.1 Initialization and Extraction of the Video Frames

The videos used for the calibration and testing of the software were provided by

SkySentinel. As such, some of the functions and variables listed below will use

SkySentinel-specific values. The network’s available cameras cannot record high-

resolution images with a low contrast ratio and it is not possible to replace them at
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(a) First video frame (b) 30th video frame (1 second)

Figure 2.1: Two video frames for a Dec. 14th, 2017 event taking place in Florida
(Node 34). First frame is at the start of the video; the next frame is about a second
in, where the bolide (white circle) is visible

this time. Therefore, some of the captured video is not easy to process; however,

this software implements different variables and a masking function to avoid those

pitfalls.

The software’s goal was to detect the brightest pixels in a frame and determine

whether they are moving from frame to frame. The first step was to extract the

frames from the video in order to be able to analyze them. Figure 2.1a is the first

frame from one of the many videos used for the calibration of this code. Using the

AV Python package, extracting and saving the frames is easy to do without having

to resort to outside programs. Additionally, the software will count the number

of files being saved in order to know how many frames to iterate over. Following

that, the software will initialize different variables for bookkeeping purposes. This,

like the entire code, is all included in Appendix B.
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2.1.2 Masking Function

The software tends to pick up random noise from hot pixels, especially when there

is light pollution in the video. In those cases, a mask will help reduce the number of

these hot pixels so the software does not include them in its analysis of the frames.

The function below is an effort to reduce the random noise created by external

causes without significantly slowing down the analysis. The function will give a

pixel value of 0 to all but the pixels contained within the circle of the established

radius. The node cameras’ radius would be of 240 pixels, so the masking function’s

radius should be set between 220-230 pixels to remove hot pixels in the edges.

Listing 2.1: Masking Function

def maskimg ( p i c tu r e ) :

c i r c l e c e n t e r x = 320

c i r c l e c e n t e r y = 240

rad iu s = 230

c i r c l e c u t = np . z e r o s l i k e ( p i c tu r e )

XC = np . arange (0 , c i r c l e c u t . shape [ 0 ] , 1 )

YC = np . arange (0 , c i r c l e c u t . shape [ 1 ] , 1 )

YC, XC = np . meshgrid (YC, XC)

mask = (XC−c i r c l e c e n t e r x )∗∗2 + (YC − c i r c l e c e n t e r y )∗∗2\

< rad iu s ∗∗2

c i r c l e c u t [ mask ] = p i c tu r e [ mask ]
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return c i r c l e c u t

The masking function maskimg’s main objective is to mask out everything

outside the main observational circle (plus the bright rim). In this case, the code

will make them have a pixel value of zero and they will effectively be ignored. This

will be applied to the four different image arrays: image, background, flat, and

img2.

The software will create a mask with a radius of 220-230 pixels centered around

the video’s center at (320, 240) pixels. This boolean mask will be stored in the

variable mask. If the mask is true, the previous pixel values will remain. The

function will then output the new masked image.

As it will be discussed in future sections, this function does not make a differ-

ence in the running time but improves the results, removing some of the noise the

software picked up around the edges.

2.1.3 Using Pixel Values throughout the Frames

The main part of the code is a for-loop that runs through every frame in the

scaps folder, initialized in the previous part. This for-loop will have a pixel value

threshold, thres, to be initialized. As it will be discussed in the next section,

sensitivity tests were run to determine the best threshold parameter in the range

0.10 to 0.65 units.

The following excerpt represents the first part of the for-loop iterating over the

frames, which will focus on pixel values. In this part of the software, the objective

was to detect the event through an increase in the pixel value count. For this,

the code will read the images into arrays and sum its pixel values in various ways.
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If the value of the sum above the threshold established in the difference frame

surpasses the set limit of 10 (or if it’s the highest value in that sum’s array), the

code will print out a statement establishing the frame and time this event took

place in. This code is shown below,

Listing 2.2: Pixel Values Sums

for n , n f i l e in enumerate( newf i ) :

image = p l t . imread ( scaps+”/%04d . png”%( n f i l e ) )

background = p l t . imread ( scaps+” /0000 . png” )

n f . append (n)

i f n > 0 :

prev = p l t . imread ( scaps+”/%04d . png”%( n f i l e − 1) )

sum p = np .sum( image )

sump . append ( sum p )

sump 1 = np .sum( image [ np . where ( image > th r e s ) ] )

sump1 . append ( sump 1 )

else :

prev = background

sump . append (np .sum( image ) )

sump 1 = np .sum( image )

sump1 . append (np .sum( image ) )

img = image − prev

sump 2 = np .sum( img [ np . where ( img > th r e s ) ] )

i f ( sump 2 > 1 0 . ) :
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print ( ” Po s s i b l e event detec ted . Frame” , ( n f i l e ) ,\

” at time” , ( ( n f i l e ) / 1800 . ) , ”min . ” , sump 2 )

events . append ( ( n f i l e , sump 2 ) )

else :

pass

sump2 . append ( sump 2 )

This for-loop will iterate over every frame in the frames folder, scaps. Taking

advantages of the capabilities of the matplotlib.pyplot module, the variable

image will be initialized for the frame corresponding to the n index in that for-

loop; the background variable will always correspond to the initial frame in the

video, as a basis. Finally, the index will be stored in an array to keep track of the

frame (or the time). The main objective for this part of the code was to obtain the

pixel counts for each of the frames in order to detect any pixel brightness changes

throughout the night.

The first list for this is sump, a simple sum of all the pixels contained in an

image. Independently of the threshold values, this plot will never change.

The other two sums involved in this for loop are sump-1 and sump-2. sump-1

(alternatively referred as SPVt in this text) is the sum of the pixels in the current

frame above the threshold limit imposed by the variable thres, which depending

on the version of the code is a range from 0.10 to 0.70 units. This sum often shows

where the higher pixel values of a video were concentrated thanks to this threshold

variable. In the one-threshold version (the actual one), this threshold value is set

to 0.15-0.20 units to ensure the best results. The choices for this will be explained

in following sections.

sump-2 (or SPVtd) is similar to sump-1 in that it is a sum of the pixels above
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the previously-chosen threshold; however, in this case, the array being treated is

the difference between the current frame (image) and the previous one (prev), saved

in the variable img. Once again, the code will sum the values of the pixels within

that array that are over whatever the threshold indicated by thres is. In Code

Listing 2.2, the function numpy.where returns the values in an array that comply

with that condition. In this particular case, it is equivalent to what is seen in the

commented-out lines before defining the variable img: it sets all the pixel values

below the chosen threshold to be 0, effectively ignoring them. A visualization of

what this looks like is presented in Figure 2.2, where the brightest spot towards

the bottom represents the bolide. As a note of reference, the colors were inverted

in order to make the event clearer at inspection time. The other is a hot pixel,

which is a side effect of using a lower threshold. The motion of the bolide, plus a

few extra random pixels, is clearly observed in these frames.

As it will be described in the calibration section, there were some trials where

the software used different methods to obtain getting this sum in the difference

between the two frames. As will be shown in the next subsection, the method

outlined in these lines ended up being the most efficient at identifying where the

event was taking place within the video.

This is where the automated part of the code comes in place: as the code

executes this for-loop, it will also check for those values of sump-2 that are over

some limit, chosen to be 10 by default. This number will need to be changed

depending on the threshold pixel value: the smaller it is, the more pixels it will

pick up. For instance, for most threshold pixel values, a number between 10 would

work (that is the software’s default) but in some cases, the event is so faint this

limit will be to high for detection. In some cases, like clearer nights, a lower value of
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Figure 2.2: Visual example of what sump2 looks like (with inverted colors), using
the same Dec. 14th, 2017 event video used in Figure 2.1a. Circles have been added
to best show where the only remaining pixels are.

5 would be sufficient. Moreover, one should consider that the higher the threshold

pixel value, the smaller this number will likely be as some noise gets removed. In

general cases, the threshold pixel value default is 0.15 units so it does not miss any

faint events.

Whenever this sump-2 value goes beyond this limit, there will be a terminal

print-out showing its frame, time where this possible event was detected. Further-

more, the end of the loop will also contain a final output: the highest sump-2 value

and its index (or frame), in case the event was fainter than expected and nothing

was picked up above this limit. Both methods have proven to be effective.
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Additionally, a general note about both SPVt and SPVtd: the code for both

these sums is different depending on whether the index (i.e. the frame) is zero or

not, as this will affect the code’s ability to perform one of the pixel sums. If the

index is zero, the initialized prev variable will result in an error because there is

no previous image file that came before; therefore, there is no previous array to

use. In order to prevent that from happening, there was an additional condition

added where the previous frame was set to be the ”background” frame (the zeroth

frame). In that case, the second of the sum variables will be zero for this first

point. However, this value will be irrelevant in terms of what the software will

output.

2.1.4 Center of Mass Motion

The next part of the code pinpoints the coordinates of the brightest pixel on the

frame and stores them in a tuple. It also plots them in a y vs. x frame for visual

reference. This was the starting point for the original version of the code before

realizing it worked best as a complement to the pixel manipulation above rather

than by itself.

This function was partly inspired by the trajectory analysis in Palotai et al.

(2018). To save some time, the code remains within the for-loop, introducing a

new image array (a static frame fran, chosen at random) and creating a new one.

Listing 2.3: Initializing Values for Traj/COM part of the code

f l a t = p l t . imread ( scaps+” /0005 . png” )

img = ( image − background )/ f l a t

img = image − prev

img2 = ( img [ : , : , 0 ] + img [ : , : , 1 ] + img [ : , : , 2 ] ) / 3 .
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max val = np .max( img2 )

maxval . append (max val )

This function was where most of the variable names in the previous function

came about: image is the three-dimensional array with the pixel values correspond-

ing to the previous frame, the background is the 3D array containing the pixel values

for the initial frame, while flat is one of the first few frames’ corresponding array.

In this case, it used the fourth frame but that was randomly selected.

The initial idea was to create the new array img as a normalized array using all

of the above arrays: the difference between the image and the background, divided

by the random flat array flat. However, this was not a possible array operation so it

was settled to be the familiar difference between the current frame and the chosen

flat frame’s arrays. The variable img2 corresponds to the average RGB value of

the image array, creating a new array in the process. Then, numpy.max finds the

maximum element within that array and it is then appended to an already-declared

list.

Still within this for-loop, we find the following conditions,

Listing 2.4: First if-condition for this part of the code

i f max val < ( th r e s1 ) :

maxx , maxy = np . unrave l index (np . argmax ( img2 ) ,\

img2 . shape )

minv = 5

else :

b ig = ( img2 > th r e s1 ) .sum( )

ind = ( img2 ) . a r g p a r t i t i o n ( big , ax i s=None ) [ : b ig ]
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xx , yy = np . unrave l index ( ind , img2 . shape )

maxx = int (np . average ( xx ) )

maxy = int (np . average ( yy ) )

i f ( b ig > 10 ) :

minv = 25

else :

minv = 10

minv = np .min(

[ np .min ( [ maxx , img2 . shape [1]−maxx ] ) ,

\np .min ( [ maxy , img2 . shape [0]−maxy ] ) ] )

Outside the loop, right at the beginning of the code in the editable section, two

other threshold variables were declared and initialized: maxthres and thres1. thres1

comes into place in the first few conditions and is usually some number between

0.0 and 1.0 units, but it should be something closer to 1.0 units. The code’s preset

values for these two variables are 0.70 units for thres1 and 0.26 units for maxthres.

In the first conditional loop, if the maximum value that was just found in the img2

array is lower than the established threshold (usually in the range of around 0.6-0.7

units), numpy.unravel-index will convert the array containing the indices, by the

way of numpy.argmax. This module will find the indices of those maxima and the

dimensions of the array (i.e. shape) into a tuple of coordinates, maxx and maxy.

Otherwise, a new variable big will store the sum of all the values above the

given threshold in img2, and will also save their indexes. In this part of the

condition, it will also create a tuple of the non-maximum coordinates xx and yy.

The corresponding maxx and maxy values will be the integer values of the averages
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of these tuples.

The minv variable uses numpy.min between the maximum maxx and the dif-

ference from the total number of pixels and the maximum stored in maxx; same

with the minimum for y. The following part of the code will make use of this to

determine the (x, y) coordinates of the bright pixel(s), eliminating those instances

where there was no movement.

Listing 2.5: Second if-condition for this part of the code

i f ( max val > maxthres ) :

x , y = ndimage . c en t e r o f mas s (

img2 [ (maxx−minv ) : ( maxx+minv ) , (maxy−minv ) : ( maxy+minv ) ] )

else :

continue

x = x + maxx − minv

y = y + maxy − minv

i f ( x != x a r r [ n−1]) or ( y != y a r r [ n−1 ] ) :

x a r r [ n ] = x

y a r r [ n ] = y

else :

x = 0

y= 0

x a r r [ n]=x

y a r r [ n]=y

The second conditional loop within this section follows a similar argument
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though this time the threshold variable is now a different maxthres. Though it

should ideally be a value close to thres1 above, some videos require this to be

much lower in order to detect any movement in the pixels. Its downside is the likely

detection of some additional pixels that escaped the masking function maskimg.

This is the main part of this for loop, however. It will import scipy’s ndimage

and use it to find the center of mass within a certain specified range, using the

maximum x and y values found above as well as the minv variable, assigning it to

our x and y. Then, x and y get reassigned new values, as the difference between

the maximum x and y (respectively) and the value stored in minv.

What follows is just a vestige of the time this was the main method used to

identify the events within a video. Comparing the values within the x and y arrays,

it double-checked whether the x or y stored at the nth position was the same as the

one in (n-1). If they were, that coordinate received a value of zero (or numpy.nan)

in the array; if they were different, it was stored in the array.

However, this did not account for the fact that the pixel values were floats

(variables with decimals), and as such, some bright hot pixels overshadowed certain

events even if the variable maxthres was adjusted.

Finally, the last part of this for-loop plots those (x,y) coordinates in a new

frame, highlighting the bolide. It is recommended that this section is commented

out when running the software for longer videos.

Listing 2.6: Creating the COM images

p l t . c l f ( )

p l t . imshow ( img2 )

p l t . p l o t (y , x , ’ bo ’ )

p l t . p l o t (maxy , maxx , ’ r . ’ )
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p l t . axes ( ) . add patch (

patches . Rectangle (

(maxy−minv , maxx−minv ) ,

2∗minv ,

2∗minv ,

f i l l =Fal se

)

)

p l t . draw ( )

p l t . s a v e f i g ( ou t f o l d e r+’ / frame%04d . png ’%n)

After clearing the figure and using the created img2, matplotlib.pyplot will

plot x and y as blue circles and maximum x and y as red dots, with the x and y in

their respective axes. The following part of the code uses the function patches to

draw a rectangle where (maxx-minv and maxy-minv) are the xy coordinates, 2*minv

is the width and the height. The frames will then be saved to the outfolder, which

contains all the trajectory (x, y coordinates) data.

For the frame that has been used as a reference here, the output is shown in

Figure 2.3. The mask function was not used for this trial — thus, the two features

outside of the circle that have been highlighted. The figure detects the brightest

pixel, seen in Figure 2.2, coloring it in pink with a dark blue border, while also

giving a fainter blue color to the stray pixel towards the bottom, in a position that

will be just out of the circular camera’s view. (In most cases, the masking function

eliminates most of these.)

Finally, the last part of the code saves everything together, creating a few

plots and saving a .csv file with all the important variables storing the crucial
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Figure 2.3: Rectangular patch locating the maximum pixel value in frame 30 (at
one second) in the Dec. 14th event video. Colors were slightly modified so that
the different features stood out. These are circled.

information for the analysis of the events and a .txt file with the terminal outputs

for the event detection.

Once this for-loop is completed, the Python lists containing these three dif-

ferent sums for every single frame, as well as the one containing the file index,

are converted to arrays. Then, a copy of each of the sum arrays is created and

their initial value is set to numpy.nan (”not a number”) so whenever the arrays are

plotted versus time or frame number, they are ignored. This was a late addition

when the resulting plots were skewed.

Listing 2.7: Graphic Output
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f i g 2 = p l t . f i g u r e ( f i g s i z e =(25 ,15))

f i g 2 . s ubp l o t s ad j u s t ( l e f t =0.1)

ax4 = p l t . subp lot (414)

ax4 . p l o t ( n f /1800 . , data [ 0 , 0 , : ] , ’ r . ’ )

ax4 . s e t y l a b e l ( ’ Tra j ec tory [ px ] ’ )

ax4 . s e t x l a b e l ( ’Time [ min ] ’ )

ax5 = p l t . subp lot (412)

ax5 . p l o t ( n f /1800 . , sump1c )

ax5 . s e t y l a b e l ( ’S .V.P over th r e sho ld ’ )

ax6=p l t . subp lot (413)

ax6 . p l o t ( n f /1800 . , sump2c )

ax6 . s e t y l a b e l ( ’S .P .V. D i f f . over th r e s ’ )

ax7=p l t . subp lot (411)

ax7 . p l o t ( n f /1800 . , sumpc )

ax7 . s e t y l a b e l ( ’Sum Pixe l Values ’ )

( . . . )

f i g 2 . s a v e f i g ( p l o t f o l d e r+’ p i x e l s%03d . png ’%thr )

Figure fig2 will contain four subplots the ones in the code listing above. The

first subplot is the total pixel sum per frame (SPV), now plotted against time. The

second subplot is the sum of all the pixel values above a certain threshold thres

(sump-1 or SPVt), while the third one is that same sum but for those pixels in the

difference array img (sump-2 or SPVtd) both also plotted versus time. The fourth

and final subplot uses the new array data (containing the x and y coordinates found

in Subsection 2.1.4 to plot ‘trajectory’ vs. the time. In most cases, and considering

the low values being used for the maxthres variable to ensure it picks something,
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there is a good chance this plot will not show a clear path for the meteor. However,

when it works, it is a good indicator of whether the event detected was correctly

picked by the software.

Furthermore, the fourth subplot is nicknamed ‘trajectory’ as a shorthand but

this term is a misnomer: trajectory is normally used for more than one-dimension,

which is not the case in this subplot. It would be better described as the ‘vertical

path’ (i.e. the change in the y-coordinate in each frame) of the brightest pixel(s)

it detected on the frame. The y-axis in this subplot represents the y-axis of each

video frame, ranging from 0 to 480 pixels. Each plotted point corresponds the

specific y-coordinate of the brightest pixel(s) versus time. This set of coordinates

was obtained from the COM part of the for-loop as seen in Subsection 2.1.4. There

was some interest in using the coordinates from that subsection in something other

than the new frames; a way to summarize the findings from the function into this

graphic output.

The ‘trajectory’ subplot was the way to approach that, as the code is pro-

grammed to only store coordinate values for those pixels that have moved from

frame to frame. Therefore, the subplot only uses all the stored values in data ar-

ray’s third column, which corresponds to the y-coordinate of the bright pixel(s)

— hence, ‘vertical path’, or position in y with respect to time. It should be noted

that, while the coordinates are extracted from the same frame as the three dif-

ferent SPV values, they do not necessarily match the same pixels. This is due to

the slightly different sensitivity threshold values in this part of the function. With

most bright events, it correctly picks them up, providing plots like the one seen in

Figure 2.4.

Returning to the graphic output discussion, an example of the plot produced
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Figure 2.4: Graphic output, or resultant plots, from this detection code, from the
Dec. 14th, 2017 event video used throughout this section.

by Code Listing 2.7 is seen in Figure 2.4. In this particular case, it used a threshold

pixel value of 0.25 units, a thres1 of 0.70 units and a maxthres of 0.26 units. (As

was mentioned in 2.1.4, those thres1 and maxthres values are the standard for

SkySentinel videos.) This plot analyzed the short 3.5-second video provided by

SkySentinel for an event taking place on December 14th, 2017 over Florida. The

software worked: the automated code detected the event clearly at 1.1 seconds.

Because its highest SPVtd was 0.82 units, it was only noted as the maximum peak.
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Additionally, this event’s ‘movement clearly showed up in the figure’s fourth

subplot. The first plot does not really tell us anything, other than raising some

questions about the natural pixel behavior. It is interesting to note that the y-axis

decreases from 74400 to 1850 pixel value units when a threshold is imposed. In

that second subplot, the curve where the event is taking place can be observed.

The third subplot, the one that is used to detect the events, contains a high spike

during the event, most likely when the breakup is occurring and the flash of light

is brightest. In this case, the maximum pixel value in this different is of less than

one, which almost corresponds to a really bright pixel. In lower thresholds, this

spike is present as are numerous, variable peaks throughout the event, which is

taking place between 0.5 and 1.5 seconds in the short video snippet.

2.2 Tweaking the Code

The automated code explained in section 2.1 went through many iterations before

landing on the current one, presented in the previous section above. The selection

for the value that the variable thres stored was the piece de resistance, as the proper

detection of an event falls on its shoulders. Choosing a threshold pixel value of

0.25 units felt like the appropriate middle ground for calibrating and testing the

different operations contained within the first part of the for-loop discussed in

Subsection 2.1.3. The calibration was possible thanks to SkySentinels extensive

event video library, updated as new events take place.

In the section below, we will explore the reasons why the software uses the

sump-2 method it does, and what threshold pixel values will universally work best.
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2.2.1 Best sump2 method

One of the checks corresponded to the manipulation of the third-pixel value sum

(the variable sump2), and what will capture the event best. Though numpy.where

was the immediate choice for this task, there was some concern regarding the fact

these sums did not have any negative values: if you are adding the difference,

shouldn’t a value that was not there in the previous frame count as a negative

value? Will this, in any way, be helpful to the task at hand?

The next few lines will show different ways the sump2 calculation was tested.

There were some initial concerns that the numpy.where results were not the best

software tool. Additionally, these used a universal threshold pixel value of 0.25

units.

In this first case, the code added the following when calculating the new array

sump2 is just the sum of the pixel values in that difference array, without limiting

it to values above a certain threshold;

img = image − f l a t

sump2 = np .sum( img )

Its image output is seen in Figure 2.5. As expected, the sum of pixel values

in the difference array img (SPVtd) now contained negatived pixel values. Yet,

there was no added value from this plot when it came to detecting the event. If it

were to be isolated from the other two plots, detecting the event would be quite

difficult.

The second case was a good alternative to what is already in use if the right

values are selected whether 0.25 units is the appropriate threshold value for the

pixel values. (This will be further discussed in the next subsection.) In this case,
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Figure 2.5: Visual example of what sump2 looks like when all the pixels in the
difference array are added up, without any other conditions, for the same Dec.
14th, 2017 event video used throughout this section.

there are different plots obtained depending on what the value stored on the pixel

value threshold variable thres.

image [ image <0.25] = 0 .

f l a t [ f l a t <0.25] = 0 .

img = image − f l a t

sump 2 = np .sum( img [ np . where ( img > th r e s ) ] )

The two plots in Figure 2.6 highlight the importance of choosing a good thresh-

old value: if you select a pixel value of 0.25 units as the cutoff and then select that

as the overall threshold for the sum, the results will not probably look ideal as
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(a) thres = 0.25 units (b) thres = 0.4

Figure 2.6: Visual example of what sump2 looks like when any pixel value below
0.25 units is set to 0 in each of the separate frames, for the same Dec. 14th, 2017
event video used throughout this section. The output changed depending on the
pixel threshold thres value.

seen in Figure 2.6a, where the sum is never negative but the distinct peaks do

not appear at the time of the event. However, in the case of Figure 2.6b, where

the threshold value is chosen to be 0.4 units (a value that is discussed in the next

section as not showing anything in this plot in the usual method). Many almost-

consecutive peaks show up at the time the event is taking place but not in the

consecutive manner that is observed in other figures, like 2.7(a).

It is not just the one spike that is seen in the third subplot in Figure 2.4.

Compared to Figure 2.5, this was considered to be an interesting alternative to the

numpy.where method.

Additionally, the third case was set the pixels below that threshold value in

both image arrays to 0, as seen below:

img = image − f l a t
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img [ img<0.25] = 0 .

sump2 = np .sum( img )

The results demonstrated this was the equivalent to using numpy.where (Figure

2.4), where there was a thin peak at some point during the event; in this case, the

program was using more lines to get to that point.

2.2.2 Choosing a standard thres value

For further testing, the software was run through a list of values, ranging from

0.10 to 0.70 units, for twenty-five different events. This will help determine what

is the best threshold pixel value to be used, without having to change it for every

event. As it is observed in all three plots in Figure 2.7, the second and third

subplots, corresponding to the sum of pixels above that threshold value in either

every frame (subplot 2) or the difference between the current and previous frame

(subplot 3), changes quite significantly. In Figure 2.7 (a) and (b), the peak in

the second subplot lasted for slightly longer than the event did, before decreasing

again, denoting the change in pixel brightness before and after the bolide event;

this was also detected in Figure 2.7(c), with a threshold value of 0.35, though in

that case there are additional peaks that lead to other false positives.

It is the third subplot that is the most effective at detecting the event, as

expected from the correct printed output in the terminal. The previous subsection

explained why the code uses the numpy.where feature instead of something else

and, in this subsection, it is put to the test. In the case of this event and this video

feed, the lower the threshold, the better and more accurate results it gives. Before

delving into explaining what threshold will be best for this case, let’s investigate
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(a) thres = 0.15 units (b) thres = 0.25 units

(c) thres = 0.35

Figure 2.7: Comparison between three of the different graphic outputs from this
code, using the aforementioned Dec. 14th event. Either (a) or (b) are ideal.

the third subplots in the three sub-figures in 2.7. It is clear that, after a certain

threshold value (0.35, seen in (c)), nothing was actually detected, finding a flat

line from then on in all the other plots. However, the other two cases prove to be

interesting: should one choose the lonely spike at one point in the event or the

consecutive peaks that almost last for the entirety of the event? Both achieved the
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main objective of detecting the right event and giving an approximate time where

it was happening, as one can adjust for a few seconds before and after to search

in the video. Moreover, it is worth mentioning again these subplots are related to

the difference in pixel values and any peaks should not be taken as the maximum

value at any point.

In order to determine the validity of this assertion, the code running through

a range of thres values was run in over twenty different cases, trying to determine

what threshold value was best for the automated detection process. A summary of

the results, containing the three best values, is included in Table 2.1 below. The

table will indicate whether the event was detected by the automated printout or

not (with a standard limit of 10 and the highest peak method for faint events). It

will also list what threshold pixel values worked best for the detection, i.e. which

ones contained few or no false positives. Note that the notes will refer to the thres

values listed; beyond them, there was a poorer detection.
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Table 2.1: Range of Suitable Values of the variable thres for some of the analyzed
events. It includes notes on whether they were detected and how.

Date Node/State thres Range Notes

10/21/17 34/FL 0.25-0.65 Detected. Clear in plots.
10/24/17 34/FL 0.10-0.65 Detected. Bright event; lower thres. has it.
10/25/17 34/FL 0.10-0.15 No. Many false positives, bad traj. plot.
12/12/17 34/FL 0.10-0.50 Detected. Clear plots. Best at 0.25
12/14/17 34/FL 0.10-0.25 Detected. Clear plots.
01/07/18 34/FL 0.15-0.30 No. FP and noise, unclear plots.
02/04/18 34/FL 0.15-0.25 Detected. Clear in all plots.
02/20/18 34/FL 0.10-0.30 Detected. Clear in all subplots.
03/04/18 34/FL 0.10-0.15 No. Noise/FP drown out event.
03/07/18 34/FL 0.10-0.15 Detected. Clear diff. plot, despite noise.
12/11/17 3/NM 0.20-0.65 Detected. Clear plots.
12/11/17 14/NM 0.10-0.15 Detected. Clear trajectory plot.
12/14/17 4/CA 0.15-0.60 Detected at a wide range. Best at 0.45
12/14/17 80/CA 0.15-0.25 Detected. Clearer in traj plot. Some noise.
12/19/17 6/AZ 0.10-0.65 Detected best at low thres. Clear plots.
12/19/17 79/AZ 0.10-0.40 Detected. Clear plots.
08/05/17 42/FL 0.10-0.25 Detected. Clear trajectory and peaks.
10/21/17 42/FL 0.15-0.25 Detected. Not a great fourth plot. Small FP.
10/25/17 42/FL 0.15-0.35 Detected at low thres. Some FP.
12/12/17 42/FL 0.20-0.25 No. Clearest in traj. plot
12/14/17 42/FL 0.20-0.40 Detected. FP at 0.10-0.15. Bad 4th plot.
02/04/18 42/FL 0.25-0.60 Detected but FP at 4s (not as high).
02/20/18 42/FL 0.20-0.50 Detected. Clearest in 3rd subplot.
03/04/18 42/FL 0.20-0.65 No. Detects glare. Small peak in SVDtd.
03/07/18 42/FL 0.10-0.65 Detected. Both peaks are from the event.
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In most of the cases presented in Table 2.1, a low threshold in the pixel value in

the img (difference) array worked best, with many of the events analyzed detecting

their events in the lower range of thresholds for the pixel values. Thus, a threshold

pixel value of 0.15 units will work best in most cases. These results are entirely

dependent on the location of the node and the video feed quality, as well as other

extraneous circumstances, such as atmospheric conditions and light pollution in the

area. Though irrelevant in some cases, the code did pick up on these imperfections,

whether they were due to the high sensitivity of the video feed or other luminous

sources from nearby urban sources.

In some of the cases, when one of the three subplot methods failed, either of the

other two subplots came to the rescue and clearly detected the event. Whenever

there were false positives in the sum of the differences (third subplot), the sum of

the total pixels in a frame over that selected threshold (the second subplot) clearly

shows a bump between the time frame the event took place in. In other cases, the

fourth plot was so clear above any other plot, the other detection methods were

additional confirmation.

However, the ”trajectory” vs. time plot is not particularly great in certain

cases. As it was discussed in the previous section of this chapter, this subplot

tends to reflect the y-coordinate change across the camera’s field of view. As it

will be described in the next chapter, when many of these plots were more closely

observed, there were certain trajectories that looked irregular and unlike what was

expected. Arguably, this was a result of the way the object “danced” across the

screen in many cases, this will reflect a hot pixel that was not masked out due to it

being outside that range. This subplot is not always effective, due to the fact that

faint events will be ignored in favor of some unexpected, more luminous event that
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were not there at the start of the night. The initial purpose of the “trajectory”

(position of the y-coordinate) vs. time plot was to convert the (x,y) coordinate for

that group of pixels and plot it against time. In some cases, this did not translate

well into the two-dimensional plot and a double-check up with the .csv spreadsheet

and the center-of-mass output images (like the one shown in Figure 2.3), will be

needed. However, this subplot remains because, when it actually works, it is the

best way to confirm the successful detection of an event.

Relating these comments to the video feeds this will be normally used for, the

software works for most threshold pixel values on the tested Node 34’s videos.

This node is located close to Deltona Lakes at FIT-JBar, in a rural area. The

best results were seen when these threshold pixels values were on the lower end.

It is arguable this feed had better results compared to its FIT-Olin counterpart,

though there were still some bad results that are worth discussing.

On the other hand, Node 42 on the Olin Physical Sciences’ rooftop had worse

results overall. The events were usually detected but some additional false positive

peaks appeared in both the printed output and the third subplot of the output

figure, particularly in some of the analyzed October events. Thus, these cases will

be when the other two plots become useful, as they will provide additional backup

detection methods before having to play the video back at the marked times, and

identify the true event(s) amongst them.

In this case, it appears that the threshold for the pixel value is narrower, with

only a few choices. In most cases, the thres variable should be initialized to a value

of 0.15 or 0.20 units to ensure detection when all possible conditions are factored

in. If further confirmation is necessary, this process should be repeated for just a

range of video frames (using the stfr and endfr variables at the start of the code,
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as explained in Appendix A) with a slightly modified threshold.

In the following chapter, we will further discuss some of the results presented

on the table, showing a different range of what the output results will look like

when they are not as perfectly clear as they were with the figures in this chapter.
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Chapter 3

Further Discussion of Results

As it was discussed in Table 2.1, there was more than one way the events were

detected in different ways. In some cases, the software can detect some false

positives as events likely due to external circumstances, such as weather conditions

or light pollution from nearby areas. This makes the detection challenging but

that is why the software outputs complementary plots for the pixels above the

pixel value thresholds thres and thres1. The masking function is in place in order

to get rid of the problematic edges that sometimes affect the results.

Cases like the December 14th, 2017 event video that was used as the example

in Chapter 2, more clearly seen in Figure 2.4, were almost an exception, in that

the event is actually detected from any of the three relevant plots in the output

figure.

What follows in this chapter is a collection of some of the cases mentioned in

Table 2.1 — both good and bad. This chapter will explain different attempts at

correcting the great to poorer results from fainter or undetected events.
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3.1 Worst-Case Scenario: Faint Events

This section will describe the worst-case scenario: the printed output detected

more than one possible event, or the highest SPV in the difference img array

(SPVtd or sump-2) was a false positive. These are the cases that will require some

thorough checks with the video feed source and the additional plot output. As

part of the calibration process, they had been run for a list of possible thresholds.

Most of the videos analyzed for this section ranged from two to twelve seconds

in duration. When the software analyzed them, the printed output detected too

many ’probable’ events and the four subplots contained a lot of noise. Thus, the

sections will explain what efforts were done in order to avoid that in the future.

3.1.1 March 4, 2018 – Node 42 (Lights, Moon)

The first example is an event from March 4th, 2018 in Node 42, located in Mel-

bourne, FL. Figure 3.1 shows the frame corresponding to 1.3 seconds in SkySentinel

video and the output plots are provided. The output plot in Figure 3.1b uses a

pixel value threshold thres of 0.30 units, within the optimal range mentioned in

Table 2.1 for this event (and for this node). The automated code could not clearly

distinguish the event. The printed output detected the two tall peaks but not the

bolide event, which happened in the 1.2 second mark.

As seen in the video frame within Figure 3.1, there were some red flags that

prevented the complete detection of this event. The Moon is present in one of the

videos, making it the brightest object in the sky. Additionally, there is an inherent

problem that regularly pops up with the Node 42 videos and can be observed in the

video frame in Figure 3.1a: the lights from the university, and nearby Melbourne
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(a) Video Frame (b) Output Figure; uses thres = 0.30 units

Figure 3.1: Video frame with the event and Output for the Analysis for the March
4th event from Node 42.

streets. The camera recording the night sky likely had a high-sensitivity to light;

thus, the brighter lights in the outer rim created a glare above it that altered the

obtained result. This hypothesis is backed up by the periodic straight lines in the

trajectory plot, as that ’blinking’ will happen every few seconds.

In response to the street light problem, the code was equipped with a masking

function that will eliminate the pixels from outside the rim of the circle. This is

the maskimg function described in the previous chapter, which efficiently removes

stray pixels and reduces some of the glare in the frame.

As established in previous paragraphs, the print output detected a false positive

close to the 5-second mark and one towards the end. When looking at the SPVtd

(or sump-2) vs. time plot (the third subplot in Figure 3.1b), this did detect the

event happening close to the two-second mark. The event is almost a blip in
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the video, and it is reflected as such in this plot. However, it did also pick up

additional pixel changes above the threshold, albeit smaller. Moreover, the SPVt

above 0.30 units vs. time plot (the second subplot) did not provide a useful visual

representation of where the event is located within the video frames either. By

looking at the third subplot again, there is a case to be made for that peak close to

the two-second mark, encompassing part of the highlighted event by the plot right

below. The radius for the unmasked pixels was reduced to see whether this would

prevent the glare from showing up in the plot but the results remained unchanged.

This event is used as an example because its “trajectory” (y-coordinate) vs.

time plot was not clear and the only distinguishable feature that detected the pres-

ence of the event is a dot closer to the 400-pixel mark. The event did happen close

to the edge of the circle but its short duration did not allow for a prologued showing

in this pot. As it was mentioned in the previous chapter, the trajectory plot will

likely always be the most unreliable of the three, as its y-axis is a two-dimensional

array, which will not always transfer it well onto the plot. For reference, the folder

containing the .csv and the center-of-mass frames should be checked: more often

than not, that will indicate whether the pixels the trajectory part of the software

picked up were street lights (they will always have the same values within a range)

the software and masking function were unable to ignore. It was using those tools

that this event was confirmed.

3.1.2 December 12, 2017 - Node 42 (Lights)

The following event was detected on December 12th, 2017 at 6:02:22 am UTC. For

reference, this is the event that will be used in Chapter 5 as an example of what

the group currently does with this detection data. When the automated code used
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(a) Video Frame (b) Output Figure; uses thres = 0.20 units

Figure 3.2: Video frame and Output for the Analysis for the December 12th event
from Node 42.

a sump-2 limit of 10, it only printed out the the highest sump-2 value of 7.9 units

at 4.4 seconds, which was not the event. When this limit was reduced to 5 units,

it printed out two additional probable events at 1.4 and 7.4 seconds. None of them

was the event, as observed in plot output in Figure 3.2b.

In this case, the video frame in Figure 3.2a more clearly shows the glare effect

picked up by the camera, which minimizes the chance for the event to be captured -

especially if it were to happen close to that area. Though a large mask was applied

to reduce the urban lights, it did not have a big effect on the glare. Once again,

the “trajectory” (vertical path) vs. time subplot in Figure 3.2b picks up a periodic

series of false positives in the outer rim of the figure, apart from what was falsely

assumed to the correct event right before the first high point. The lights and glare

extended beyond the masking function limits, hampering with the results.

As for the actual detection of the event in the plots, the second subplot was

unhelpful, as it was almost a replica of the total pixel sum per frame subplot, only
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with less pixels within. There was a steady decrease in the pixel count for unknown

reasons (which did appear to be a trend in many of the analyzed events) but not

an identifiable peak that helped determine whether an event took place and when.

The third subplot has numerous high peaks. Coincidentally, those were sump-2

values the code selected as being probable events, included the highest peak at 4.4

seconds. Yet, the actual bolide event took place shortly after the one-second mark.

As noted in Table 2.1, there is a very limited range of thres values that contained

this small peak, barely visible in this plot. The only subplot that backed this up

was the vertical coordinate (“trajectory”) vs. time plot in red, where there was

some trajectory outside the glare’s periodic showings. Looking at the third subplot

using that trajectory as the reference, a smaller peak is found.

For comparison purposes, the final piece of output from the code (the center-

of-mass, or coordinate, plots) will be able to rule this. An example of this type

output is shown in Figure 3.3. A quick look at the folder containing these plots

(a) Frame 34 (1.13 seconds) - Event (b) Frame 65 (2.16 seconds) - Noise

Figure 3.3: Center of Mass outputs, showing the location of the brightest pixels
as found by that function. The maps have been brightened in order to best show
the features in them.
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indicate most of the detected pixels are close to the camera’s rim. Additionally, the

spreadsheet will discard many of these points as many of those brightest pixels will

reappear at around the same (x,y) coordinates close to the edge of the circle, as seen

in Figure 3.3b. This was likely due to the glare and flickering of the streetlights,

or some uncontrollable factor the camera picked up due to their sensitivity.

As described in Chapter 2, there were attempts to minimize these effects by

ignoring certain (x,y) values or making the masked array larger but neither solution

worked completely: the former did not do much to solve it when it expanded to

other cases, while the latter just removed some noise. Most of the false positive

peaks remained.

With the current code presented in Appendix B, the upper dots around the

400-pixel mark should be ignored, just like the ones close to zero are, as those

represent the edges. It is the other points that are interesting. Additionally, the

spreadsheet and the center of mass images help determine whether the found values

are actual, fast-moving meteors or just nearby urban or stadium lights.

3.1.3 October 25, 2017 – Node 34 (Clouds, Airplane)

Node 42 was not the only one to produce problematic outputs; some of the analyzed

events from Node 34 had equally bad results despite generally having better seeing.

The following event took place on October 25th, 2017, in Node 34 (Deland, FL).

The automated code detected more than 16 possible events with the usual sump-2

limit of 10 units, and 5 with an increased limit of 20 units. The graphic output

was not much better.

The video quality was much better per the video frame in Figure 3.4a, as there

was no halo of light or glare surrounding the field-of-view than the other videos in
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(a) Video Frame. Center left contains
bolide.

(b) Output Figure; uses thres = 0.10 units

Figure 3.4: Video frame and Output for the Analysis for the October 25th event
from Node 42. Video frame slightly modified to show features.

this subsection, which begs the question: what is possibly causing such dissonant

data? There was no moon in sight and everything was optimal for the software to

correctly detect the event.

For one, it was surprising to find a straight line close to the edge in the tra-

jectory vs. time plot, when there was no visible light pollution to account for any

movement – even the twinkling of any visible stars were not in those coordinates

in the frame. After a closer inspection, there was some glare and a light cloud

moving on the lower right-hand side of the frame, slightly away from the masking

function limit, as well as an airplane moving from east to west. It is the latter that

affected the results significantly, as its blinking was intermittent and brighter than

anything else on the frame. The cloud was a darker gray color but its presence,

coupled with the preexistent glare and the airplane, interfered with the results.

As such, it significantly skewed the obtained results. The other one is that the
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captured event was as bright as any of the stars in the frame, though that was not

a significant problem in the past.

This event, which took place around the two-second mark in the video, was only

picked up when looking at the lower range of thresholds, and even then, neither the

second or third subplots were completely clear. However, the total pixel value sum

above a certain threshold, SPVt or sump-1, vs. time (the second subplot in Figure

3.4b) came close. It could be argued that the vertical coordinate vs. time plot

(“trajectory”) did pick it up with that slightly-diagonal trajectory that matched

up with the consecutive series of peaks in the third subplot and one of the two

in the second plot, but this needs to be corroborated by the spreadsheet of data

and/or the center of mass pictures.

The third plot likely picked as much noise as it did due to the really low

threshold limit for the pixel values, which likely included the cloud and the airplane,

which was as visible as some stars towards the end of the segment. The fact that the

actual event was not amongst the highest (and outright disappears if the threshold

is set to a pixel value of more than 0.20 units) highlights the fact that this node

favors lower pixel values as their threshold thres, as well as the need for the other

supporting plots in the Figure. The event was many of the ones picked up by the

printed output, as the SPVtd values were unusually high.

3.2 Best-Case Scenario: Clear Detection

Though not always completely perfect, there were plenty of times the code pro-

duced particularly good results and there was no doubt where the event took place

— whether it was graphically or from the printed output in the terminal shell. In
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an attempt to use a variety of results, the example event from Chapter 2 was not

used though it falls into this category: the peaks for a certain range of threshold

for the pixel values were always clearly defined within the duration of the event

and the trajectory plot supported those assumptions.

The three cases selected below use three different nodes in three different

months, in an attempt to display that this detection system can work well any-

where.

3.2.1 August 5th, 2017 - Node 42

Node 42 videos are an interesting target for the calibration of this code. Not only

is it the closest node to FIT but, as Table 2.1 showed, more often than not, one of

the plots will to be unclear. This was particularly true of the “trajectory” subplots,

where the masking function did not get rid of all the unexpected hot pixels and

glare caused by the video’s poor resolution, or the bolide did not have a clear

vertical path as it moved.

Yet, that makes the results from the testing on the event on August 5th, 2017

the more remarkable, as displayed in Figure 3.5, where only a few peaks show up

at an appropriate time and this is corroborated by the perfectly clear trajectory

vs. time plot in the last subplot in Figure 3.5b. The automated code did not

detect any events with a sump-2 value above 10 (or even 5) units, but it detected

the event through the alternate method: selecting the highest sump-2 value, which

did correspond to the event. The plot output corroborated this result, as there

were no other peaks and the path vs. time plot was perfectly clear.

As it can be observed in Figure 3.5a, the atmospheric conditions were not ideal.

They will likely cause some trouble in a video of longer duration as the last part
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(a) Video Frame. Center left contains
bolide.

(b) Output Figure; uses thres = 0.20 units

Figure 3.5: Screen capture and Output for the Analysis for the August 5th, 2017
event from Node 42. Event is present in the frame

of the “trajectory” (vertical coordinate) vs. time plot hinted at. However, the

detection code bypassed the hazy conditions, likely caused by humidity, and the

usual pitfalls that created some problems in the Oct. 25th event described in the

previous subsection.

If an event started towards the center of the frame, these events usually tended

to last for a couple of seconds as they made their way to somewhere close to

the horizon. This was particularly the case here, as the trajectory plot clearly

displayed, though the pixel sum for the difference array (SPVtd) barely picked up

on it. In the case of the output selected for this case, where the threshold pixel

value for a pixel in this sum was 0.20 units, there was a smaller peak showing up

towards the end of the event – likely the last flash before it disappeared. The most

likely explanation for this was that the meteor was traveling northwest towards a

grayer region where it likely blended in with the background.
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Despite this, the code did pick up an event that took place in this small snippet

of a video, and did so clearly. The .csv spreadsheet and the output frames correctly

selected the in-frame coordinates for this, as well as a minimal false positive that

can be easily ignored.

3.2.2 December 11th, 2017 - Node 14

Mid-December was a pretty active month when it came to recorded events all over

the country, partly due to the Geminids shower. The following example is a half-

a-second event registered over SkySentinel’s Node 14 in New Mexico on December

11th, 2017. The automated code did not detect any event above that sump-2 limit

value of 5 but the highest sump-2 value (4.8 units) corresponded one of the peaks

as the highest in this event. As demonstrated in Figure 3.6b, the plots are clear

meaning the only sump-2 values the code could have selected corresponded to the

event.

As the video frame in Figure 3.6a suggests, there were some bright spots in the

camera’s field-of-view yet there was seemingly no flickering or glare that affected

the results. From the difference’s pixel sum plot in Figure 3.6b, there was clearly

an event lasting for more than 0.5 seconds these consecutive peaks will look more

unified in a longer video. It should also be noted this was likely not registered as

a straight line due to the fact the intensity of these meteors change as they make

their way through the sky, sometimes looking brighter as they ablate, or lose mass.

Moreover, the vertical movement for this event was clearly seen in the trajectory

vs. time plot in red, roughly matching up with the peaks recorded in the plot

right above them. If anything else had failed, this would have been a pretty clear

indication that an event was correctly detected by the camera. Perhaps more
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(a) Video Frame as the bolide is passing
through.

(b) Output Figure; uses thres = 0.10 units

Figure 3.6: Video Frame and Output for the Analysis for the December 11th, 2017
event from Node 14 in New Mexico.

interesting are the two pixel sums for the present frames, both unfiltered (top)

and for pixel values over 0.10 units (second from the top): their shapes clearly

resemble the difference’s pixel sum (SPVtd), minus some noise. Much like the

following example, it is one of those rare videos where the conditions were optimal

in order to have good data as a result.

3.2.3 February 20th, 2018 - Node 34

On the contrary, February did not have as many registered events as December,

though there were a few worthy of note. The following example was recorded in

SkySentinel’s Node 34 in Deland, FL on February 20th. Figure 3.7a is one of

the video frames while the meteor is on the screen (top left). The only things

that could have distorted the results were the twinkling of the stars but unlike the

example in Figure 3.4, there were no clouds or atmospheric distortion (’blurriness’)
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(a) Video frame as the bolide is passing
through.

(b) Output Figure; uses thres = 0.20 units

Figure 3.7: Video Frame and Output for the Analysis for the February 20th, 2018
event from Node 34 in Florida. The event is the bright point in the upper left
corner.

complicating the analysis.

Once again, the atmospheric conditions at the time of the event seem good

enough as the video leaned on the darker end of the scale. The automated code

detected an event above a sump-2 limit value of 5 units happening at 2.3 seconds,

as seen in the plot output in Figure 3.7b. Cross-checking with the other plots in

Figure 3.7b showed clear SPV and SPVt subplots while the SPVtd (or sump-2 vs.

time) picked up the brightest flashes in the event.

In this particular detection output, displayed in this paper as Figure 3.7b, the

“trajectory” (vertical path) vs. time plot was the only one to be somewhat unclear,

and even then, the points in the trajectory were only above zero for the estimated

duration of the event. This is likely due to some of the inherent faults built into
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this plot, which has proven to be unreliable with certain types of trajectories in

the past, rather than problems with the video or the analysis themselves.

However, the event was clearly detected by the other plot method. A closer

look at first plot in Figure 3.7 reveals that the high contrast/darker pixel values

in the frames certainly helped to pick up the uptick in intensity. In both the SPV

and SPVt vs. time subplots, there is a significant increase in their sum values for

the duration of the event (from two to five seconds). The SPVtd vs. time subplot

has its highest peak at 2.3 seconds, as the code detected, coming off the bump in

pixels values seen in the first two subplots in Figure 3.7b.

This is the rare event where the meteor was clearly detected by all four plots at

once, each with their characteristic features in the output plot in 3.7b: many small

peaks in the first plot as the basic intensity plot takes shape, a clearer version of

that plot in the second one as the lower pixel values are removed, and just spikes

at the highest values in the third one.

Overall, this process was successful at detecting the events, thanks to the mask-

ing function and the appropriately chosen limits in the functions. The three events

chosen for the worst case represented the limitations of the software, where it can-

not always work around the false positives that periodic glare from the urban lights

or fast-moving clouds due to the camera’s high sensitivity trigger. Usually, a quick

modification of the threshold before the code is run will help. Otherwise, the code

has alternate graphic methods, which can be used to confirm detection.
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Chapter 4

Tests on a Longer Video

Once the development and testing of the software on short videos was satisfactory,

this software was tested on a longer video to check whether it could detect if and

when an event took place during that time. This was a crucial step in the overall

testing of this process as the only outstanding issues this code had run into had

been urban lights and faint clouds. For the most part, the software automatically

detected events despite those hindrances, even if some false positives sneaked in.

In some cases, the plots had been a good check to choose the correct event in a

video. But, how will a longer video change the game? How will the software deal

with heavy clouds? Moon’s movement across the sky or the glare from the nearby

lights?

In ten-second videos, some of the analyzed results had shown that the glare

and flickering of the lights showed up periodically in the edges of the “trajectory”

(vertical path) plots, which made it easier to determine which false positives (if

any) were to be discarded. In that small time frame, the software worked well to

distinguish anything thrown its way.
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Dwayne Free at SkySentinel, LLC. gracefully provided a longer video thanks to

the network’s playback feature. We asked for one that had triggered the camera

many times, and he knew this one would fit that best. The longer test that follows

was a one-hour video from SkySentinel’s Node 42 (located on the Olin Physical

Sciences’ rooftop) on March 28th, 2018, starting at around 7 AM UTC. According

to SkySentinel’s own detection methods, it included a meteor event plus variable

weather, some light pollution, and the Moon.

Figure 4.1: Composite Image of this
Event, courtesy of SkySentinel.

These three factors, as well as the

event, are present in the composite

frame up on their website, included

here in Figure 4.1. The results for the

entire (one hour long) video’s analy-

sis are presented in Figure 4.2. With

these limits, the printed output had a

high detection rate for ‘probable’ events

with SPVtd values of 10 and 11 units as

soon as it started. Therefore, the software was restarted with an increased SPVtd

limit for detection of 12 units, in order to reduce these false positives. Per the

automated printout response, also stored in a file, there were too many possible

bolides, with close to a hundred detected events most likely a combination of the

cloud variability and the Moon’s glare in this low threshold. The software used a

threshold pixel value of 0.15 in order to detect any faint events even if this resulted

in a higher noise detection rate. (The sump-2 or SPVtd limit for the printout was

chosen to be the established value of 10.) Those two limits were chosen because

they had both detected the events in the past, even if they had not been reported
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those events in their output.

The prolonged event and unfavorable conditions resulted in a busy third sub-

plot, which explained the staggering amount of false positives printed out. There

is obviously a standout peak (i.e. SPVd value) in the the third subplot of Figure

4.2, taking place at the halfway mark. This was also the highlighted frame by the

automated code at the end of the printed output (the one whose sump-2 value was

highest). However, it was eventually ruled out: the y-axis in this subplot reveals

it to have a total pixel value sum (above that threshold value of 0.15 units) close

to 30 units. It did not really fit the criteria for an event. In previous chapters,

some of the cases had a similar high SPVtd but the fact this comes after a quiet

period in the SPVt (or sump-1) subplot (the second one in Figure 4.2) was worthy

of note.

There are further reasons to believe the software picked up a false positive as its

standout choice. Based on the composite image, giving a hint at what the weather

conditions were like that night, it is likely clouds started appearing shortly before,

upping the pixel values in the frame and thus, the sums in the first two plots

(SPV, SPVt) in the figure. Looking into the video source at around minute 29,

this is further confirmed: there was no event there. However, the Moon had been

obscured by a dark cloud some time before, and around the frames the software

highlighted, the cloud moved away, creating a bright flash akin to what a really

bright event looks like.

Moreover, the video included the man-made limitations the masking function

maskimg was designed for: light pollution around the field of view’s edges. Un-

fortunately, the general glare this video feed is known to pick up outside this rim

combined with those thick clouds still made the process more difficult, despite the
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masking function’s overall effectiveness. The glare was confirmed by the periodicity

with which some of the events the printed detection output displayed. Addition-

ally, the cloud variability between the frames did not go unnoticed in the third

subplot, while the first two subplots recognized some movement as their SPV and

SPVt values noticeably increased at that time, never going back to the previous

ones again.

Therefore, the detection was not completely successful: it is difficult to know

whether the correct event was picked up by the code, based on the large number

of false positives. Since this is a calibration test, further adjustments were made

in order to check whether the code picked it up and what could be done to prevent

this from happening in the future.

Since this was a test, the code was run again using a much higher threshold

value (0.30 units) to ensure some noise was removed. The limit for sump-2 was then

reduced to 6 units, half of what it had been in the previous run when the threshold

value was half of this one. In this case, the code produced 43 possible events, less

than half what it had been before. The graphic output is presented in Figure 4.3.

The SPVtd (textsfsump-2) values in the terminal output were consistently between

6.4 and 8.5 units. Most of them concentrated after the aforementioned Moon flash,

between minutes 42 and 47, accounting for 25% of these reported events. In this

case, that flash was not detected as an event. The second subplot in Figure 4.3

has the corresponding SPVt value at this time to be less prominent than it was in

Figure 4.2.

Moreover, the plots in Figure 4.3 are clearer than those in Figure 4.2. There

is some noise picked by the code but it is greatly reduced compared to that found

in Figure 4.2. This third plot in the figure (the one the detection is based on) also
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Figure 4.4: Graphic Output from Minutes 29 to 52, with a threshold value of 0.30.

reflects the two sharp peaks from the SPV and SPVt (first and second) subplots

where it seemed the Moon was brightest. Otherwise, the trajectory plot still failed

due to some unknown reason, likely saturation. Otherwise, this plot and its printed

output seem to indicate that the period between 42 and 47 minutes are worth a

closer look: this is where the second subplot sees a bump that raises above the flat

profile seen before, denoting some change. Thus, the code was ran again twice,

using the same settings as before but only changing the frame range: one for

the range between 29 and 52 minutes, and once more taking a closer look to the

range with those events in succession in between minutes 37 and 47. The former

would include some consistent SPVtd values of 6.5 units, while the latter included

possible events with values of 7-8 units.

As expected, Figure 4.4 does not have any peaks before minute 37 that match

the profile of an event, particularly when one considers the fact most of this might
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be moonlight-related fluctuations. It does not reveal anything new. The code

detected 23 events at this point but a few of them are concentrated around the

sharp peaks in the second subplot the ones that are too bright to be the expected

event. Meanwhile, a closer look at Figure 4.5 reveals the existent peaks to be much

clearer now that the plot can show more details. However, they still do not provide

the necessary information to determine whether an event actually took place in

them or narrow down whether it did. In Figure 4.5, there are three peaks that fit

the SPVtd profile we were looking for, based on previous calibration tests: sharp

peak followed by something lower than our selected limit. They are the one at

exactly 42 minutes, one at 43.7 minutes, and the one at 44.2 minutes. It is the

one at 43.7 minutes that fit the criteria best, despite not being the highest of the

three: its sump-2 (SPVtd) value is 8 units before dropping to more than half of

that in the following frame.

Yet, going back to Figures 4.2 or 4.3, this is an inconclusive result. This peak

is just one of 43 possible events and it would be hard to choose this one from

that list without this closer examination. Further review of the saved printed text

in both of the long code runs revealed there were three reported events taking

place in the 44-minute mark, apart from the one right before at 43.7 minutes.

Their sump-2 values in the third subplot were 6.7, 6.2, 6.9 units respectively, for

the run with threshold pixel value of 0.30 units. They are preceded in the list by

the aforementioned sump-2 value of 8.7 units taking place at 43.7 minutes. The

difference between the four of them is small, and they do not differ more than 3

units from the baseline value used to drown out some of the noise.

This event was relatively faint and short, and it happened during poor weather

conditions. These details are all observed in Figure 4.1, where the event’s trail
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is minimal and the sky is almost completely covered. The recorded printed out-

put showed the event was actually detected but there were too many initial false

positives. The long time frame did not allow for the amount of detail previous

graphic outputs had provided either. The amount of false positives did require the

higher limit on sump-2 to prevent most of the cloud variability from sneaking in,

and a higher threshold pixel value at the start. This was all proved by the results

provided by Figure 4.3, and the reduced list of false positives. However, neither of

these changes guaranteed the proper detection of the event: the clouds were light

gray and thus, their pixel values were high compared to the darker background.

The event was detected but it was not distinguishable from the other peaks.

Out of curiosity, the next step was to test whether the software actually worked

better in the shorter time scale the code had been calibrated on — and to see what

its detection profile looked like. The video is only ten seconds in length. Its frames

hinted at where the event took place within the longer video: the cloud formation

is most similar to the one taking place from 42 to 45 minutes. The result of this

analysis is shown in Figure 4.6.

The code was run the limits the initial run of this longer video had: a threshold

pixel value of 0.15 units and a sump-2 value of 10 units. The software automatically

detected just one event: frame 65 (2.16 seconds in), with a sump-2 peak of 12 units.

The output plots shown in Figure 4.6 are also completely clear. The sump-2 subplot

in Figure 4.6 (i.e. the third one) shows the event happening just past the two-

second mark, just like it did on the video. In this case, cloud variability was not as

big of a factor: it was reflected in the sum of pixel values in the first two subplots

but did not affect the bottom two, unlike the longer duration videos. In the figure,

the ‘trajectory’ (vertical path) vs. time plot also showed a clearer path than was
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Figure 4.6: Graphic Output for the Duration of the Event.

expected based on the previous plot outputs in this chapter, like Figure 4.2.

Based on the positioning of the peaks with respect to the event,and their sump-

2 values, this best matches one of the peaks close to the 44-minute mark in Figure

4.5. As previously mentioned in this chapter, this was one of the many events the

code picked up initially. Nevertheless, it was difficult to select it from the 43 (or

100+, in the case of the initial trial with the low threshold number) events the

code printed out. The highest peak in the third subplot in Figure 4.2 matched the

first Moon flash, while the highest peaks in the second subplot corresponded to

other moments of high cloud variability where the almost full Moon was uncovered

for a few seconds.
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Therefore, the software did detect the event in the longer, one-hour long video,

but it also detected too many false positives and noise to be able to distinguish the

correct event amongst them. Based on the analysis throughout this chapter, the

event was more discernible when the time frame was reduced. The best automatic

detection occurred in the shorter videos, where there was more room for detail.

However, the detection in the longer video became more effective once it became

clear the clouds were grayer and thicker than expected, which had added higher

pixel values to the sum than expected. None of the previously analyzed events

in Chapters 2 and 3 had had to deal with big, dense clouds that expanded over

most of the camera’s field of view. As such, the limit and threshold values had

to be adjusted to remove the cloud-caused noise. Overall, this software matched

SkySentinel’s efforts, while picking up some additional noise and false positives.

There is little reason to doubt this code will not succeed in a night with better

conditions, like it has done in the past with shorter videos.
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Chapter 5

Future Work

The previous chapters outlined the first step in developing this software. This

code will go beyond what it currently does with additional changes, increasing its

efficiency even more.

As it stands at this moment, the software works properly with an almost 80%

detection rate: only five events out of twenty five listed in Table 2.1 were not clearly

detected, and the longer video gave average results. This is on par to the level of

confidence other research groups have, like Brown et al. (2010). Most times, the

uncertainty from these detected events is due to random noise from urban lights

or other atmospheric conditions.

5.1 Code Limitations

The software works really well in most cases, as has been discussed in the last few

chapters. However, there are a few things that could complement its process and

ensure it continues evolving to best match SkySentinel’s demands. Some of this
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include a newer version of the code that implements Fourier Transforms and videos

that are not as seemingly compressed as the ones used for this calibration were.

5.1.1 Timing

The complete software in Appendix B currently takes about a minute to run a

twelve-second video in a laboratory computer, which is acceptable considering the

amount of graphic output it produces. Thus, this time is a result of the thorough

analysis it performs: it creates four different subplots and special image output

for the moving, center-of-mass pixels in the trajectory section. It is all of these

different output types that confirm detection. For the shorter, four-second videos,

the code only takes about eleven to sixteen seconds to complete its analysis. The

masking function maskimg for urban areas did not affect running time, only adding

one to two seconds to the analysis but improving the results.

There was also a sensitivity training version of the code for the shorter videos;

one with an additional for-loop that runs through a range of pixel threshold values

between 0.10 and 0.65 units. This was only run for testing purposes in shorter

videos, in order to find the best threshold pixel values for each case. In this case,

this longer version of the code (with masking and full output) took 141 seconds,

while a mask-less version only took 81 seconds. There is a one-minute difference

between the two cases, consistent with the five-second difference seen in the simple

version. However, the running times for the slightly longer video highlighted why

the simpler version is probably best: mask-less took 630 seconds, while the adding

a mask to the images increased this to 638 seconds. The difference for the masking

was as minimal as it was with the simple version value. Running this version of

the code is unnecessary and discouraged: each station seems to have its own range
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of values that will work best. As discussed in Chapter 2, choosing a threshold

pixel value of 0.15 or 0.20 units will be optimal, rather than looping through all

12 values to get similar results.

Based on the literature, automatic codes working from the running video feed

stack 1200 frames to do their analysis, as described in Weryk et al. (2008). This

would amount to 40 seconds of video. There is no available reference in the litera-

ture as to how long it takes for their software to process and run. (Some additional

information on the ASGARD software was referenced in Chapter 1.)

5.1.2 Man-made Minor Issues

The largest problem with the code is its detection of the (light) glare caused by the

street or stadium lights — particularly in Node 42, where they inevitably will be a

fixture for hours at a time some nights. The software usually worked well when it

came to getting rid of the street lights and the third subplot, plotting sump-2 vs.

time, was able to detect the event. Unfortunately, the glare and flare of some of

the lights, detected by the high-sensitivity of the camera itself, also created some

noise in that plot. Moreover, the trajectory plot proved to be a good resource

as some of these flukes are present periodically in these tests, helping narrow the

number of possible events down. In some cases where the event takes place far from

the cameras, there might be a clear trajectory path. This is a problem that some

other networks deal with, as described in Brown et al. (2010) or Trigo-Rodriguez

et al. (2006). The way these groups dealt with that was securing the camera in a

different place, changing the location to a darker spot within the same area or by

increasing the height of the camera encasement.

As described in the subsection 3.1, the rewrite of the masking function maskimg
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has certainly improved some bad results by clearing out some noise and removing

some odd points in the ”trajectory” (vertical path) plot. However, the glare picked

up by the camera or some thicker than usual cameras, are harder to normalize and

put into a universal code. Some nodes did not have this problem, due to the

camera’s better contrast ratio. Thus, these extreme cases would disappear once

the camera network is upgraded to cameras with better resolution and contrast

ratios.

Fortunately, the software will usually be able to pick up the correct brightest

pixel, even if some of this additional noise is not removed, in 80% of the cases.

To avoid false positives, it is best to run the detection software in mode nearby

nodes in order to cross-check whether there are peaks in a similar time frame. If

an event was not picked up by two or more cameras, it was a false positive. As

was mentioned in Chapter 1, two or more nodes are already needed in order to

reconstruct the trajectory in the atmosphere of meteors, as well as to determine

the position of the apparent radiant (Ceplecha, 1987).

5.1.3 Expansion

Eventually, the code could be modified to an extent there wouldn’t need to be

three plots that account for the output, even if it offers an additional check for the

automated detection in the terminal shell. From what is found in literature papers

like Weryk et al. (2008), this software already does much of what they do even if

their output is different.

Moreover, this code would also have to be implemented into other nodes in

order to analyze the events automatically, for the reasons outlined in the previous

subsection. Some nodes are remote and do not have the manpower to manually
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check whether an event was detected. Therefore the implementation of this soft-

ware, with its proven efficiency, would serve as a further confirmation of whether

the detected event was actually a bolide.

5.2 Bolide Analysis Code

Building upon that last point, this section will present a brief explanation of how

that code works. Ideally, once the collected event data is transferred to one of the

servers in the Astrophysics Laboratory at Florida Tech where this code is housed.

Big bolide events do not happen frequently enough to allow for an in-depth

evaluation and analysis of their origins. For more basic, non-threatening events,

there is no need to create intricate magnitude or intensity plots; focusing more

on the bolide’s orbit and its general trajectory will usually provide enough useful

information.

The executable program developed by the is dotraj, calling two others: Bolide

Solve and obsmethods as modules. The dotraj code will take the collected data

from a SkySentinel node, written as a .csv file. This file, along with the other

output from the SkySentinel node referenced in Chapter 1, will also contain the

date and time of the observed event in UTC. The only section in the code that

will need to be edited is the latitude and longitude of the camera nodes and the

timing offset between the observation time in the nodes and is marked this way

in the current version of it. As an additional requirement, the code will use the

Python module callhorizons to obtain relevant planetary positions at the time

of the event.

This code, in tandem with the obsmethods and Bolide Solve imported mod-
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ules, will generate three plots: a latitude vs. longitude plot with the overplotted

triangulation results, fitted track vs. time and height vs. time plots, showing the

bolide’s flight through the atmosphere, and the predicted orbit of the impactor,

generated through a backward fourth-order Runge-Kutta (RK4) simulation and

the rebound module. Moreover, the terminal will also print out some relevant

data, most of which can be seen in table 5.1.

Additionally, there is a fourth piece of code, standing as the other executable:

mapplot. That program will plot the trajectory of the bolide over a map of the

region or state it traveled through while marking the locations of the two or more

nodes that detected it. It should be noted this code should be run after dotraj.py

is completed, as it uses a new CSV file that that piece of the program outputs

containing all the new data.

5.2.1 Analysis of the December 12th, 2017 Event

If an event was picked up by two or more nodes, this software can analyze the

data to provide specific trajectory and orbital data relevant to the meteoroid. The

bolide event took place on December 12th, 2017 at 6:02:22 AM UTC time and was

detected by Nodes 34 and 42, located in Florida. It is used in this subsection as a

demonstration of the capabilities of this code.

Table 5.1 shows some of the data output from the code. Most of it contains

basic orbital information that would allow the researcher to learn more about the

original meteoroid.
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Table 5.1: Summary of Results for the Dec. 12th Event

Variable of Interest Result

Entry Velocity 30.5 km/s
Azimuth 262.4 deg
Radiant 19.8 deg

Eccentricity 0.83
Distance of Periapsis, q 0.15 AU
Distance of Apoapsis 1.66 AU
Semi-Major Axis 0.91 AU
Inclination Angle 13.9 AU

Longitude of Ascending Node Ω -97.7 deg
Argument of periapsis ω -66.6 deg

True Anomaly ν 83.0 deg

The next three figures are the output for the dotraj code, while the fourth one

is the trajectory map plotted by the mapplot.py code.

As seen in Figure 5.1b, the bolide drops from approximately 80 km over sea

level 60 kilometers in 0.7 seconds. As stated in table 5.1, the entry velocity is for

this bolide is of roughly 30.1 km/s, while its speed was around 6 km/s.

In the first subplot, the black line is the distance traveled by the bolide in

kilometers vs. time, while the red-dotted line is the normalized bolide track’s

difference with respect to its initial point vs. the time offset, which explains why

these two lines do not overlap.

Originally, this plot used to contain a velocity vs. time plot in lieu of the fitted

track vs. time one present in this figure; in the end, it was decided it did not

provide as much insight for the smaller events as the fitted track did.
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Figure 5.1: Fitted Track vs. Time, Bolide’s Height vs. Time
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Figure 5.2: Latitude vs. Longitude Trajectory of the Bolide

The points in Figure 5.2 show the normally irregular path, due to the bleeding

from the coordinates from one frame to the other. This best-fit line is then used in

the map plot in Figure 5.3, where the mapplot program has taken in the locations

of the nodes from which data was extracted and constructed a possible trajectory

path for the bolide. It is that second figure that would allow us to determine that

the event actually occurred close to Node 34’s camera, stationed close to Deltona,
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Figure 5.3: Bolide Trajectory over Central Florida

FL likely over the Ocala National Forest in Central Florida.

The orbit of this bolide, best represented in Figure 5.4, has an eccentricity of

0.83 and an inclination of 14.0 degrees from the ecliptic. The bolide’s orbit also

has a semimajor axis of 0.906 AU, compared to the Earth’s 1 AU; the discrepancy

comes from the eccentricity in their orbits: the bolide’s eccentricity is 0.83, a far

cry from the almost circular orbits of the Solar System bodies. The longitude of

its ascending node, i.e. the horizontal orientation of the ascending node of the

ellipse with respect to the reference frame’s vernal point, is -97.7 degrees, while

the argument of periapsis, or the angle from the ascending node to the periapsis,

is -66.6 degrees. The true anomaly, defining its position in the ellipse at this time,

was 83.0 degrees.
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Figure 5.4: Bolide’s Orbit using Python’s Rebound module.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

The automated software presented in this document takes a video and processes

its frames in order to detect possible bolide events through the bit values of its

pixels. Whenever the total sum of these values exceed a limit, the code will alert

the user of a possible event to be analyzed. The software does this independently

of the external conditions.

In further detail, the software extracts the video frames and converts them into

an array to ensure a speedy process. It then sums the pixels within each frame

in three different ways: (1) the total pixel value sum in the frame, (2) total pixel

value sum above a defined threshold value in that frame (sump-1), (3) total pixel

value sum over that threshold but in the resulting array obtained after subtracting

the previous frame to the current frame (sump-2). It is this last sum that the

software examines to automatically present event candidates with their respective

frames, if their sump-2 values are above a limit of 10 or they are the highest sump-2

overall. For an additional check, these three variables will also be plotted versus

time. If there is a peak or a series of consecutive peaks in the third subplot, then
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the software has detected some event. From the testing described in Chapter 2, a

lower threshold pixel value (thres) of 0.15-0.25 would ensure the event is detected.

This detection will be corroborated by the trajectory vs. time graph in the

fourth subplot in the output, though this is not always reliable depending on the

objects direction on the frame. However, there is also a separate CSV file that

records these coordinates in the 640x480 array, as well as a folder containing the

detected object at those coordinates for further checks.

In its current iteration, the software successfully detects actual events 80% of

the time with both the printed and graphic pieces of output it produces. In fact,

out of the twenty five events listed in Table 2.1, only five were difficult to pick

up from the false positives. This is a really good statistic, considering some of

the best detection systems right now have similar detection rates. However, the

software struggled to detect just the one event in the longer video, but picked

up many false positives. The one-hour video contained an unusual amount of

noise, created by glaring and thick clouds. Both were hindrances the code had

some troublesome results in the past, though the additional outputs helped to

distinguish them from an actual event. The event was detected but could not be

distinguished due to the large amount of false positives. Future students taking

on this project will focus on reducing the running time and finding new ways to

complement the already preexisting capabilities of the code, in order to increase

the efficiency and turnaround in the detection.
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Appendix A

Instructions for Running the

Code

Before the code is run in the computer’s terminal, there are a few things that need

to be checked to ensure this code runs properly.

A.1 Modules

The code needs the following module packages.

• Numpy: image manipulation and key to the first part of the code regarding

the pixel value change.

• Scipy: Needed for the second part of the code, regarding the trajectory.

• Matplotlib, specifically PyPlot and Patches. Essential for image manipula-

tion and output.

• AV: it will screen capture the video.
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• OS: creates any folder to keep everything organized

• csv: writes the spreadsheet with all the results at the end.

• time (optional): chronicles how long it took the code to run

All but AV (or PyAV) are Anaconda defaults.

A.2 Variables

Once they are installed, the code should run without a hitch. However, the fol-

lowing variables will need to be modified in order to ensure the correct video is

processed and analyzed.

• filename: usually video name. It’s recommended it uses date and node.

• thres: depending on the node and type of video/night one is dealing with,

this value should be somewhere between 0.10-0.30 for optimal results.

• slimit: limit value for sump-2 or SPVtd. If any frame’s SPVtd is above this,

it will be printed out in the console. (It will also print out the maximum

value within the saved array.)

• (Optional) thres1 and maxthres, which refer to the thresholds in the second

part of the code. This will affect the sensitivity of the images.

• filedir: include to change the path of the video.

• (Optional) stfr and endfr: in case you just want to run the code for a portion

of the video. Particularly useful if any of the tests has been inconclusive
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or there are some strange peaks. For reference, every second in a video

contained thirty frames.
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Appendix B

Automated Detection Code

The code for the automated detection of bolide events was written in Python and

uses the modules outlined in the previous appendix. A virtual environment is

recommended but not necessary.

import numpy as np

from s c ipy import ndimage

import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t

import matp lo t l i b . patches as patches

import av , cv2 , pims

import os , time

import csv

import matp lo t l i b as mpl

f i l ename = ’ aug05n42 ’

th r e s = 0 .15 #be s t 0.15−0.25/0.30
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th r e s1 = 0 .7 #for most o f the second funct ion , 0.6−0.7

maxthres = 0.26 # 0.26−0.3

thr = thr e s ∗100

s l im i t = 10 . #de f a u l t . 5 or 10

f i l e d i r = ’ / u s e r s / e l ena /documents/ r e s ea r ch / ’+f i l ename

scaps = f i l e d i r+’ / caps / ’

n f i l e s = [ ]

v id = av .open( f i l e d i r+’ .mp4 ’ )

i f not os . path . i s d i r ( ’ / ’+f i l ename+’ / ’ ) :

os . makedirs ( f i l e d i r ,mode=0o777 , e x i s t o k=True )

os . makedirs ( f i l e d i r+’ /out/ ’ ,mode=0o777 , e x i s t o k=True )

os . makedirs ( f i l e d i r+’ / caps / ’ ,mode=0o777 , e x i s t o k=True )

os . makedirs ( f i l e d i r+’ / p l o t s / ’ ,mode=0o777 , e x i s t o k=True )

for f in vid . decode ( v ideo =0):

n f i l e s . append ( f )

f . to image ( ) . save ( scaps+’/%04d . png ’ % f . index )

s t f r = 0

endf r = len ( n f i l e s )

newf i = np . arange ( s t f r , endfr , s tep=1)

ou t f o l d e r = f i l e d i r+’ /out/ ’
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p l o t f o l d e r = f i l e d i r+’ / p l o t s / ’

x a r r = np . z e r o s l i k e ( newfi , dtype=np . f l o a t 6 4 )

y a r r = np . z e r o s l i k e ( newfi , dtype=np . f l o a t 6 4 )

data = [ ]

n f = [ ]

maxval = [ ]

sump = [ ]

sump1 = [ ]

sump2 = [ ]

events = [ ]

def maskimg ( p i c tu r e ) :

c i r c l e c e n t e r x = 320

c i r c l e c e n t e r y = 240

rad iu s = 230 #210−230 px

c i r c l e c u t = np . z e r o s l i k e ( p i c tu r e )

XC = np . arange (0 , c i r c l e c u t . shape [ 0 ] , 1 )

YC = np . arange (0 , c i r c l e c u t . shape [ 1 ] , 1 )

YC, XC = np . meshgrid (YC, XC)

mask = (XC−c i r c l e c e n t e r x )∗∗2 + (YC − c i r c l e c e n t e r y )∗∗2 \

< rad iu s ∗∗2)
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c i r c l e c u t [ mask ] = p i c tu r e [ mask ]

return c i r c l e c u t

for n , n f i l e in enumerate( newf i ) :

image = p l t . imread ( scaps+”/%04d . png”%( n f i l e ) )

background = p l t . imread ( scaps+” /0000 . png” )

n f . append (n)

i f n > 0 :

f l a t = p l t . imread ( scaps+”/%04d . png”%( n f i l e − 1) )

sum p = np .sum( image )

sump . append ( sum p )

sump 1 = np .sum( image [ np . where ( image > th r e s ) ] )

sump1 . append ( sump 1 )

else :

f l a t = background

sump . append (np .sum( image ) )

sump 1 = np .sum( image )

sump1 . append (np .sum( image ) )

img = image − f l a t

sump 2 = np .sum( img [ np . where ( img > th r e s ) ] )

i f ( sump 2 > s l im i t ) :

print ( ” Po s s i b l e event detec ted . Frame” , ( n f i l e ) ,\
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” at time” , ( ( n f i l e ) / 1800 . ) , ”min . ” , sump 2 )

events . append ( ( n f i l e , sump 2 ) )

else :

pass

sump2 . append ( sump 2 )

##############

f l a t = p l t . imread ( scaps+”/%06d . png”%( s t f r +5))

img = image − f l a t

img2 = ( img [ : , : , 0 ] + img [ : , : , 1 ] + img [ : , : , 2 ] ) / 3 .

max val = np .max( img2 )

maxval . append (max val )

i f max val < ( th r e s1 ) : #ad ju s t t h i s t h r e s h o l d 0−1; b l a c k

maxx , maxy = np . unrave l index (np . argmax ( img2 ) ,\

img2 . shape )

minv = 5

else :

b ig = ( img2 > th r e s1 ) .sum( )

ind = ( img2 ) . a r g p a r t i t i o n ( big , ax i s=None ) [ : b ig ]

xx , yy = np . unrave l index ( ind , img2 . shape )

maxx = int (np . average ( xx ) )

maxy = int (np . average ( yy ) )
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i f ( b ig > 10 ) :

minv = 25

else :

minv = 10

minv = np .min ( [ np .min ( [ maxx , img2 . shape [1]−maxx ] ) ,

\np .min ( [ maxy , img2 . shape [0]−maxy ] ) ] )

i f ( max val > maxthres ) :

x , y = ndimage . c en t e r o f mas s (

img2 [ (maxx−minv ) : ( maxx+minv ) ,\

(maxy−minv ) : ( maxy+minv ) ] )

else :

continue

x = x + maxx − minv

y = y + maxy − minv

i f ( x != x a r r [ n−1]) or ( y != y a r r [ n−1 ] ) :

x a r r [ n ] = x

y a r r [ n ] = y

else :

x = 0

y= 0
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x a r r [ n]=x

y a r r [ n]=y

#comment t h i s out in long v ideo s#

p l t . c l f ( )

p l t . imshow ( img2 )

p l t . p l o t (y , x , ’ bo ’ )

p l t . p l o t (maxy , maxx , ’ r . ’ )

p l t . axes ( ) . add patch (

patches . Rectangle (

(maxy−minv , maxx−minv ) ,

2∗minv ,

2∗minv ,

f i l l =Fal se

)

)

p l t . draw ( )

p l t . s a v e f i g ( ou t f o l d e r+’ / frame%04d . png ’%n)

# −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−#

sump2 = np . asar ray ( sump2)

sump2c = sump2 . copy ( )

sump1 = np . asar ray ( sump1)

sump = np . asar ray (sump)
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sumpc = sump . copy ( )

sump1c = sump1 . copy ( )

sumpc [ 0 ] = np . nan

sump1c [ 0 ] = np . nan

sump2c [ 0 ] = np . nan

n f = np . asar ray ( n f )

data . append ( ( x arr , y a r r ) )

data = np . asar ray ( data )

f i g 2 = p l t . f i g u r e ( f i g s i z e =(25 ,15))

f i g 2 . s ubp l o t s ad j u s t ( l e f t =0.1)

ax4 = p l t . subp lot (414)

ax4 . p l o t ( n f /1800 . , data [ 0 , 0 , : ] , ’ r . ’ )

ax4 . s e t y l a b e l ( ’ Tra j ec tory ’ )

ax4 . s e t x l a b e l ( ’Time [ min ] ’ )

ax4 . locator params ( ax i s = ’ x ’ , nbins = 60)

ax5 = p l t . subp lot (412)

ax5 . p l o t ( n f /1800 . , sump1c )

ax5 . s e t y l a b e l ( ’S .V.P over th r e sho ld ’ )

ax5 . locator params ( ax i s = ’ x ’ , nbins = 60)

ax6=p l t . subp lot (413)

ax6 . p l o t ( n f /1800 . , sump2c )

ax6 . s e t y l a b e l ( ’S .P .V. D i f f . over th r e s ’ )

ax6 . locator params ( ax i s = ’ x ’ , nbins = 60)
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ax7=p l t . subp lot (411)

ax7 . p l o t ( n f /1800 . , sumpc )

ax7 . s e t y l a b e l ( ’Sum Pixe l Values ’ )

ax7 . locator params ( ax i s = ’ x ’ , nbins = 60)

ax4 . yax i s . s e t l a b e l c o o r d s (−0.05 , 0 . 4 )

ax5 . yax i s . s e t l a b e l c o o r d s (−0.05 , 0 . 4 )

ax6 . yax i s . s e t l a b e l c o o r d s (−0.05 , 0 . 4 )

ax7 . yax i s . s e t l a b e l c o o r d s (−0.05 , 0 . 4 )

f i g 2 . s a v e f i g ( p l o t f o l d e r+’ p i x e l s%03d . png ’%thr )

a l l d a t a = [ ]

a l l d a t a = np . column stack (

( n f , n f /30 . , sump1 , sump2 , maxval , x arr , y a r r ) )

numevents = len ( events )

print ( ”Number o f events detec ted : %d”%numevents )

with open( ou t f o l d e r+’ output . txt ’ , ”w” ) as o u t f i l e :

for k in range ( numevents ) :

o u t f i l e . wr i t e ( ” frame#: %d ;\

sum : %.3 f \n”%(events [ k ] [ 0 ] , events [ k ] [ 1 ] ) )

o u t f i l e . wr i t e ( ”max ind : %d ; max peak :%0.3 f

\”%(np . argmax ( sump2 ) , np .max( sump2 ) ) )
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